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INTRODUCTION

This survey of the Republic of Burkina Faso was carried out between 25th December 1992 and 13th January 1993. Nineteen towns were visited, of which only six possessed Islamic MSS; but 14 collections containing 2,342 MSS were discovered.

Most of the collections in Burkina Faso are uncatalogued. The MSS are similar to those found in Nigeria, Mali and Niger, as a result of the close cultural and religious relationship between these countries.

Sadly, most collections are in the hands of uninformed persons, who usually do not realise their value.

The high cost of printed Arabic texts in the country has driven people to rely on manuscripts for Islamic studies, as they are cheaper to purchase. As a result, there are a lot of MSS in private hands which are not organised as collections. People may own two or three MSS bought or copied personally for study. It is not easy to survey such MSS, and it was necessary to combine some collections. Under present conditions these MSS risk being lost or destroyed unless urgent measures are taken.

The numbers which were discovered within a short period prove that Burkina Faso is rich in Islamic MSS. Efforts should be made to organise and control the collection of these valuable documents, as the deaths of many prominent elderly Islamic scholars will otherwise lead to the disappearance of many private collections.

UNION CATALOGUES & SURVEYS


Haute-Volta, p. 542.
INDIVIDUAL COLLECTIONS

BOBO DIOULASSO

Alhaji Muhammad Marhaba

Muhammad Marhaba’s residence
c/o Bobo Central Mosque
Date of establishment: 1952
Status: Private
Conditions of access: By appointment with the late owner’s family.
Total number of Islamic MSS: 701 (Arabic; Dyula; Fulbe).
Description of collection: This is probably the largest and best preserved collection in the country. It is the creation of Alhaji Muhammad Marhaba, sometime Mufti and Imam of Bobo Dioulasso. The collection was bequeathed to his children. No information exists about the source of the MSS, but the late owner once served as a Qadi in Ghana and also claimed to have come from Spain. Alh. Marhaba wrote a lot of books and copied others personally.

Most of the MSS are in mixed languages. Of interest is a very old manuscript of Dālīl al-khayrāt, with a note by Alh. Marhaba appended to it saying that he bought it for four slaves.

The dated MSS are from the 18th century, but some very old manuscripts are undated. According to the family of Alh. Marhaba, some MSS were donated to the late Alh. Bouanou Hamma, formerly speaker of the National Assembly of Niger Republic in the 1960s (see catalogues).

The MSS are neatly packed in wooden boxes in a family living room. They are well preserved, but the very old MSS have been affected either by damp or by bookworm.

Subjects covered by the collection are: literature (60), fiqh (105), history (67), correspondence (115), Qur’āns (6), tafsir (5), Hadith (15), fatawa (129), Islamic law (33), ‘aqida (48), philosophy (17), Sufism (25), grammar (15), praise of the Prophet (7), wazīf (14), sermons (18), poetry (22).

This collection has much historical and artistic significance. Unique MSS include: Ma’nūd nuzūl al-Qur’ān, anonymous and undated; Majmū’a al-tārikh Zubarnā, by Mūjahhad Marhaba, undated; Jawāhir al-ḥisān by Khalīl Saḥbanūghū, undated.

Unpublished catalogues:
1979, Liste des manuscrits en langues arabe et amhar, Institut de Recherche en Sciences Humaines, Niamey.
Mentions about 100 MSS of this collection.
Another list contains about 287 MSS.

Bobo Naba

Bobo Naba’s palace
Status: Private
Conditions of access: By special appointment.
Total number of Islamic MSS: 299 (Arabic; Dyula; Fulbe).
Description of collection: Kept in the room which houses the historical monuments of the royal family of Bobo Dioulasso. It is believed that the MSS are the works of various Malams who once worked as clerks of the court. The majority of them relate to diplomatic correspondence, commerce, records of events, history, and judicial cases.

The dates of the MSS are not very clear, but careful observation of the legible ones suggests that they might have been written in the 17th and 18th centuries and later.

The subjects are: fiqh (12), history (54), correspondence (41), chronicles (59), judicial cases (78), Qur’ān (1), tafsir (2), science and the occult (35), Sufism (7), Hadith (5), praise of the Prophet (3), grammar (2).

The MSS are not well kept, but they appear to be in good condition, except for a few which have been destroyed. They contain beautiful calligraphy. The most important manuscripts in the collection include: Akhbar uṣul Fiqh Bay Ahmad b. Al-Hājj, “Amr Mīsānī”, dated 26 July 1927; Ghazwāt Kānūn al-lāli‘a fīrān Sulṭānūn al-Hājj Idrīs b. ‘Alī b. Ahmad b. Fartuwa al-Barnawī, undated; and Tafsīr al-naṣīḥa by Idrīs (?), undated.

It is not known whether this collection has been catalogued.

Moli Younous Abd ‘Ala

Moli Younous residence
c/o Bobo Central Mosque
Date of establishment: 1970
Status: Private
Total number of Islamic MSS: 156 (Arabic).
Description of collection: Represents 5 collections of one family or community. According to Moli Younous, he and his relations inherited their respective collections from their grandparents. Moli Younous, who owns more than half of the MSS, claims to have copied about 45% of them himself. No information exists as to the source of the MSS. They were amalgamated by request, to facilitate this survey. The collection possesses very old MSS, which date as far back as the 16th century. The rest are dated from the 19th century, and about 20 MSS are undated.

The subjects covered are: Sufism (7), praise of the Prophet (16), fiqh (10), Hadith (23), Qur’āns (3), tafsīr (1), adab (17), philosophy (9), history (14), Shi‘a (8), medicine (4), occult (10), correspondence (18), sermons (10), wa‘z (4).

Though badly affected by bookworm, they are well preserved, but restoration is required to save them from further destruction. Five of the MSS are of high artistic quality, especially one Qur’ān. Rarities are: Mīrāj al-Sa‘īd, by Ahmadu Baba, undated; and Shahād al-jam‘ī fi bktisār bkhm tbrqat al-Tijānī, by Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Ḥaj‘ūfī, undated.

Unpublished catalogue:
An undetailed hand-prepared list contains 72 MSS.

BOULSA

Mole Ishaka Nabiga

Nabiga Family Quarters
No. 15
Date of establishment: 1950
Status: Private
Conditions of access: By appointment with the owner.
Total number of Islamic MSS: 52 (Arabic).
Description of collection: Represents a collection of MSS by seven individuals. Mole Ishaka, a scholar, owns the majority of the MSS (about 38); 14 belong to 4 mallams in Boulsa, who on account of the small size of their collections, and their remotely located residences, were advised by this researcher to amalgamate their MSS with those of Mole Ishaka for easy compilation.

All the owners claim to have copied the MSS themselves, with the exception of 4 MSS which, according to Mole Ishaka, were donated to him by a friend, Sayinna Boukara Dunama, from Borno, Nigeria.

The collection covers the following subjects: theology (8), history (4), fiqh (8), wizar (5), Hadith (9), Shi‘a (5), astronomy (3), Qur’ānic sciences (1), medicine (1), fiqūd (2), wa‘z (4).

The dates of most of the MSS are very obscure and impossible to ascertain with accuracy. There are, however, about 12 MSS of the 19th century.

The collection is well preserved, and contains superbly bound MSS. They are kept on a small wooden table in Mole Ishaka’s living-room. There are two rarities: Tadhib al-and al-ma‘tah abd al-Sālih an malik Ghannū, undated and anonymous; and Riwa‘yā ‘an ba‘d al-‘ulamā‘ fi madhhab al-Islām Malīk ‘an al-Sāri‘n, undated and anonymous.

Unpublished catalogue:
A handwritten catalogue prepared by Sayinna Boukara Dunama for Mole Ishaka describes 34 MSS in detail.

DJIBO

Alhaji Danbiri Katsina

Danbiri Katsina’s residence
Date of establishment: 1928
Status: Private
Conditions of access: By permission of the owner.
Total number of Islamic MSS: 100 (Arabic; Fulbe; Hausa).
Description of collection: According to Alhaji Danbiri, his MSS are from various sources: Nigeria, Niger and Dori. He purchased some from friends and copied a number of MSS himself, as he still does, despite his great age. The MSS are in mixed languages.

Most of the manuscripts are the works of Shetu Usmanu Dan Fodio, Abdullah bin Fodio and Muhammad Bellio. Some very old manuscripts authored by prominent West African scholars such as Ahmadu Baba of Timbuktu are also present. The MSS are well
preserved, though most of them require restoration because of bookworm and damp.

The MSS cover the following subjects: jihād (3), fiqh (20), praise of the Prophet (8), Hadīth (3), tafsīr (1), Qurān (1), philosophy (4), taqīd (12), usūl (14), history (5), grammar (9), occult (7), medicine (1), poetry (12).

Rarities are: Tuhfat al-zurāfā by Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyūtī, undated; Muqaddimat al-‘Ashār wa-l-Ma‘ālim by Muhammad al-‘Ashūrī al-Rīfā‘ī, undated; and Infaq al-maṣāfir fi tarīkh al-Tāhir, by Muhammad Bello bin Uthman, dated 1227.

Unpublished catalogue:
A handwritten, undetailed, catalogue on two sheets lists the MSS.

Alhaji Sahabi Aliyu

Sahabi Aliyu Quarters
Status: Private
Total number of Islamic MSS: 13.

Description of collection: Eleven MSS in this collection were purchased by Alh. Sahabi Aliyu from sources within Burkina Faso for his own study. Two were given to him by an itinerant scholar, who spent some time in Djibo about 8 years ago. Only 6 of the MSS date from the 19th century. The rest are undated. Four are anonymous.

Subjects covered by the MSS are: fiqh (3), usūl (1), Qurān (1), taqīd (5), praise of the Prophet (1), grammar (2).

The MSS are in perfect condition.
This collection is uncatalogued.

DORI

Alhaji Imam Ghali

Dori Masjid Jun’a
Date of establishment: 1941
Status: Private
Conditions of access: By permission of the owner.
Total number of Islamic MSS: 139.

Description of collection: The majority of this collection comprises the works of the Sokoto jihād leaders. The owner, Alih. Ghali, the Imam of Dori, brought most of this collection, which he had inherited from his father, from his home in Sokoto. He had copied some MSS from printed Arabic texts over the years.

The MSS are bound in volumes and kept on a table in the owner’s bedroom. They are in good condition, as only a few have been infected. They date from the 18th to the 20th centuries, and some are in mixed languages.

Subjects covered by the collection are: fiqh (21), Hadīth (17), history (19), jihād (16), science and the occult (11), astronomy (3), astrology (8), grammar (3), praise of the Prophet (2), genealogy (4), ‘aqīda (18), Sufism (7), politics (10).

Some MSS are of artistic significance. Rarities are: Tazwīd wirid al-Shaykh al-Tiqrī by ‘Abd al-Karīm Binnīsī al-Fāsī, dated 1904; Dīya’ al-hukkām by ‘Abd Allāh ibn Fudh, undated; Tazwīd al-waraqāt by ‘Abd Allāh ibn Fudh, undated.

It is not known whether this collection has been catalogued.

Alhaji Hama Kadirī

Hama Kadirī’s quarters
Date of establishment: 1940
Status: Private

Conditions of access: By permission of the late owner’s family.
Total number of Islamic MSS: 77 (Arabic; Fulbe).

Description of collection: This collection belonged to a pious Sufi Fulani Shaykh who was the Grand Qādī of Dori some decades ago. His true origin is unknown. This scholar is said to have written a number of Islamic books and had copied many works by prominent Islamic scholars in the Maghrib. It is not known whether he purchased some MSS from other sources. His collection was bequeathed to his children.

There may be more MSS in this collection than were disclosed, given that the family of the late owner initially denied being in possession of any manuscripts. According to an informant, the late owner once gave some MSS to a Western researcher. It is not clear whether these were the ones mentioned by Mr Robert Pageard as having been given to him by a Fulani scholar in Dori in the early 1960s.

Subjects covered by the collection are: Sufism (6), history (8),
Hadith (5), science & occultism (17), Qur’āns (2), taṣfīr (1), ṣaʿīda (4), ḥaḍīth (11), poetry (5), correspondence (16), praise of the Prophet (2).

Twenty-five of the MSS are dated between the 18th and 19th centuries; ten are 20th-century; the rest are undated.

The manuscripts are kept in a large box. They are well preserved, but a few have been infected by bookworm. There are no MSS of artistic significance, but rarities are: Al-Mursīḥ ad-daw’ārī wa-l-ṣafīr min ‘ulūm al-dīn by ‘Abd al-Wahhāb ibn ʿAbī al-Abī Muhammad ʿAbd al-Samad, undated; Muktasār ad-daw’ārī muḥāl Būnā by ʿAbū Bakr Ahmad ad-Daw’ārī, undated; Qṣūsī ṣafīr ad-daw’ārī, by ʿAntara ibn Shaddād.

It is not known whether this collection has been catalogued.

Alhaji Usman Tokoror’s court

Alhaji Usman Tokoror’s court

Status: Private

Conditions of access: By permission of the late owner’s family.

Total number of Islamic MSS: 241 (Arabic; Fulbe).

Description of collection: This collection was built up by several generations and bequeathed to Alhaji Usman, the Chief of Dori, who died in Medina, Saudi Arabia, about two years ago. The collection has very important MSS of historical significance. According to the family of the late owner, their forefathers had written and copied most of the MSS themselves. The late Alh. Usman had purchased some from sources not known to them. Several volumes of MSS from this collection have been taken away by Western scholars and colonial officials. An unspecified number are said to have been donated to Alh. Bourou Hamma, the late speaker of Niger’s House of Assembly.

Subjects covered are: genealogy (5), history (27), Sufism (9), ḥaḍīth (16), ṣaʿīda (13), medicine (20), ważūr (25), Sharī’a (8), ṣafīr (19), correspondence (36), philosophy (8), Qur’āns (9), taṣfīr (4), jihād (12), education (3), grammar (6), praise of the Prophet (2), poetry (8).

The MSS are in two thick leather bags. Some have lost their bindings, and a few have also been infected by bookworm and damp. There are MSS with fine calligraphy. The majority are undated and anonymous. The dated ones are 18th-century.

Some rarities are: Dīwān ʿAbī ṣafīr ʿAbd al-Daw’ārī by ‘Abd Allāh ibn Muḥammad Fūdū, dated 1235 AH; Majma’i min tarīkh Fulasān, anonymous and undated; Mawārid al-Sūdān by ʿAbd al-Qādir Muṣṭafā, unpublished.

Centre Nationale des Archives

Ministry of Information and Culture
BP 7045, Ouagadougou

Status: Public archives

Conditions of access: Open to the general public.

Total number of Islamic MSS: 152 (Arabic).

Description of collection: This collection holds archival documents and MSS which relate to the Islamic religion and history, Sufism, mathematics, literature, charms, poetry, correspondence, medicine, litany, astrology and Qur’anic science.

The collection is kept in a large room, with old archival documents. This made inspection extremely difficult, but the volumes appear to be dusty; there is no information about their condition.

The collection is uncatalogued.

Centre Voltaïque de la Recherche Scientifique, Manuscript Division

BP 6, Ouagadougou

Date of establishment: 1949

Status: Public

Conditions of access: Open to the general public.

Total number of Islamic MSS: 211 (Arabic; Fulbe).

Description of collection: This centre was established in 1949 by Guy le Maou to promote research on Africa. It was formerly part of L’Institut Français d’Afrique Noire (IFAN). In 1965, the Centre was renamed Centre Voltaïque de la Recherche Scientifique (CVRS) and brought under the administration of the Ministry of Education.
It has not been actively involved in the collection of Islamic MSS in Burkina Faso, chiefly as a result of limited resources and lack of interested personnel. Despite these constraints, it has however been able to acquire a significant number of collections. It could not be established whether the MSS were bought from their original owners or were donated to the Centre.

The collection contains valuable MSS dating as far back as the 17th century. They are well preserved in boxes. It also possesses MSS of artistic and rarity value. The collection is in mixed languages.

Subjects covered are: Hadith (27), Qur’āns (4), history (18), philosophy (4), theology (20), fiqh (23), uṣūl (15), occult (10), correspondence (34), poetry (9), sermons (5), fatwās (18), literature (7), Sufism (11), medicine (6).

Manuscripts of rare significance are: Al-muṣṣaṣma al-musamma bi-taḥdīd al-nuṣḥāt fi ilm al-ṭibb, anonymous and undated; Türkšt waqāt’t al-Bābkish wa-ma’abu khabar al-suq by Al-ʿAlawi Bābā Al-Kabir Ibn Muhammad, dated 1329 AH; and Al-Seṣāda al-kubrā fi ‘l-fiqh, dated 1915, by Ibn Salīm Muhammad Yahya.

Unpublished catalogue: A handwritten register lists the MSS, their authors, subjects and number of pages.

Alhaji Ibrahim Kanawi

Alhaji Ibrahim residence
Hausa Community, Zango
Date of establishment: 1948
Status: Private

Conditions of access: By permission of the late owner’s family.

Total number of Islamic MSS: 114 (Arabic; Hausa).

Description of collection: This collection was bequeathed to Alhaji Ibrahim by his father. Alh. Ibrahim was the head of the Hausa community in Ouagadougou until his death, and enriched the collection by purchasing several MSS both within and outside Burkina Faso. Most of the MSS are from Nigerian sources. According to a member of the family, the father of Alhaji Ibrahim was a pious Sufi scholar who brought a substantial number of MSS with him from Kano, Nigeria, to Ouagadougou, where he settled for the rest of his life.

This collection has very old MSS which have a bearing on West African history. Works by the 19th-century Islamic religious reformers abound. The MSS are well preserved and are kept in a leather skin bag in the late owner’s study room. Almost half are undated. The dated ones are of 18th-, 19th- and 20th-century origin, with the oldest dating back to the 16th century. There is an incomplete work, entitled Kiir ibn Almar al-muttaqīn li-sunnat Rasūl Allāh, by ʿAid Allāh Muḥammad Fūdi.

The collection covers the following subjects: theology (5), fiqh (18), literature (8), astrology (4), history (18), linguistics (10), ethnology (2), tafsīr (1), government (11), occult (14), science (9), Sufism (3), poetry (11).

The collection has some very important rarities which include: Al-Kaṣīf wa-l-hayān li-ṣanāf maglūb al-Sūdān, dated 1974, by ʿAbd Bābā al-Sūdān; Inṣāf al-Mayyār, by Muhammad Bello, undated; Fiqh Hanafi, anonymous, dated 1433.

It is not known whether this collection has been catalogued.

Mogho Naba

Mogho Naba’s palace

Status: Trust

Conditions of access: By special appointment with the palace authorities.

Description of collection: This collection is believed to be several centuries old. It contains documents which give detailed information about the Mossi Empire and its history in general.

The manuscripts are mainly correspondence between the ancient rulers of the Mossi Kingdom and other states, commercial transactions, records of court cases, biographies of Mossi rulers, and charms. A few MSS on Islamic religion (fiqh, legal sciences, Qur’āns, theology, and prayers) also exist in this collection. The MSS are the works of court Mallams, who were employed by the Mossi native rulers to serve as court clerks and Imams of the state.

The collection is packed in locked wooden boxes in a room in which the historical documents and muniments of the entire Mossi Kingdom are stored. It is well preserved, though some MSS are torn
and affected by damp. There is no conservation work on the collection. Research work is difficult as the collection is mixed up with various historical documents.
It is not known whether this collection has been catalogued.

WADIYYAH

Mal. Abu Bella

Abu Bella’s quarters
adjacent to Wadiyyah market
Date of establishment: 1968
Status: Private
Conditions of access: By appointment with the owner.
Total number of Islamic MSS: 87 (Arabic).
Description of collection: This collection was bequeathed to the present owner by his father, who had inherited it from his grandfather.
There are some very old manuscripts which deal with the history of towns, scholars and chiefs of Liptako, i.e. Fulanis and their settlements.
Most of the MSS in this collection date from the 17th to the 20th centuries. They are kept in a wooden box. Most have suffered damage, and have torn pages, which makes reading them very difficult.
Subjects covered are: Qur’āns (2), history (13), ḥadīth (19), ‘aqīda (7), medicine (7), astrology (4), astronomy (1), iṣāfār (2), Hadīth (5), praise of the Prophet (2), literature (1), biography of the Prophet (1), aṣrāf (5), sermons (1), correspondence (10), science and the occult (5), Shari‘a (4).
The collection has some MSS with fine calligraphy. The rarities are: Infaq al-ma‘ṣūr fi τάξικκ ἁλ-Ţahrūr (incomplete), by Muḥammad Bello bin Uthman, undated; and Kitāb ʿān al-ḥalāl wa-ʿl-harām, by Muḥammad ibn al-Ḥājj ibn ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Barnāwī, undated.
It is not known whether this collection has been catalogued or not.